
KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service provider
in Kuwait, announced that it has received five acco-
lades at the Arab Media Forum’s 9th Kuwait
Creativity Award, recognizing the company’s distin-
guished track of media productions and awareness
campaigns. The event was held under the patronage
of Minister of Information and Culture and Minister
of State for Youth Affairs Abdulrahman Al-Mutairi,
and witnessed the presence of Undersecretary of
Kuwait’s Ministry of Information Muneera Al-
Huwaidi and many actors, artists, and public per-
sonalities from the local and regional scenes. 

Zain received a total of five awards: Influence
Award for its Eid 2021 TVC produced by Joy
Productions, National Productions Award for its
National Day 2021 TVC produced by Joy
Productions, Awareness Campaigns Award for its
#ActivateYourRole digital campaign to raise envi-
ronmental awareness, CSR Creativity Award for its
social and humanitarian efforts throughout the
year and during the pandemic, as well as the PR
Stars Award presented to Zain Kuwait’s Chief
Corporate Communications and Relations Officer
Waleed Al-Khashti.

The annual event, hosted by the Arab Media
Forum in collaboration with the Kuwaiti Media and
Communications Society and the Integrated Media
Academy, witnessed the presence of many media
organizations, public figures, creative people, and
media professionals from across the Arab world. 

Zain received the National Productions Award
for its National Day television commercial for 2021,
which starred great Kuwaiti singer Sulaiman Al-

Qassar along with aspiring Kuwaiti stars Haneen
Al- Kandari and Nasser Al-Meshari. The national
production featured lyrics by Kuwaiti poet Saher
and was composed by Bashar Al-Shatti and direct-
ed by Khalid Al-Refai. 

As it does every year, Zain launched its national
production to mark the celebration of Kuwait’s
National and Liberation days in February. This
year, the celebrations were even more special as
the country commemorated the 60th anniversary of
its Independence Day and 30th anniversary of its
Liberation Day. The TVC, which reflected national
pride and values with its wonderful lyrics and
beautiful music, has exceeded one million views on
Zain’s official YouTube channel during the first days
of its launch. 

The pandemic circumstances witnessed by
Kuwait and the entire world has inspired Zain to
select fast-paced and cheerful music mixed along
with hopeful lyrics in an attempt to spread positivi-
ty in the nation’s future. In the TVC, singer Sulaiman
Al-Qassar - who is locally renowned for performing
wedding ceremonies - introduced Kuwait as the
bride and praised her beauty in melodies inspired
by Kuwaiti wedding ceremonies. Zain has hand-
picked Kuwaiti youngsters Haneen Al-Kandari and
Nasser Al-Meshari to perform parts of the TVC to
reflect its strong belief in the unlimited talents of
Kuwait’s youth. 

Zain also received the Awareness Campaigns
Award for #ActivateYourRole, an online awareness
campaign the company launched on its official
social media platforms that aimed at raising public

awareness towards climate change, sustainability,
and preserving natural resources. 

Through this campaign, Zain used its social
media platforms to spread facts that many people
might not have heard of before. These facts showed
the shocking impacts of climate change on people’s
health and on the environment. The company hoped
this message would encourage positive change and
bring more efforts towards achieving sustainable
goals in Kuwait.

This recognition comes in light of Zain’s distin-
guished advertising and media involvement, and fur-
ther showcases the company’s role as a leading pri-
vate sector company launching distinguished mar-
keting and advertising campaigns all year round.
Zain will continue supporting this very important
field which carries significant and informative mes-
saging to the public at large and the communica-
tions world as a whole, whether through traditional
or modern media tools.
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UK airlines lash 
out at govt over 
Omicron curbs
LONDON: A group of airlines accused the UK govern-
ment yesterday of a “haphazard and disproportionate
approach” to travel restrictions in the wake of the Omicron
variant and demanded further state help to prevent a “per-
manent scarring” of the industry. “Whilst we fully recog-
nize the need to take steps to contain the initial impact of
the Omicron variant, travel has been singled out with the
introduction of disproportionate restrictions,” Airlines UK-
which includes British Airways and Virgin Atlantic, as well
as Irish carrier Ryanair-said in a joint letter.

“A package of bespoke economic support measures
should be provided immediately to bridge the sector through
this crisis.” Britain last week rolled out new travel curbs to try
and prevent transmission of the Omicron variant.

On Sunday, Prime Minister Johnson warned of a looming
“tidal wave” of Omicron, and brought forward a target to
give over-18s a booster jab by one month to the end of
December. The airlines demanded an urgent meeting with
Johnson to discuss the situation facing the sector and called
for emergency testing for fully-vaccinated passengers to be
removed before Christmas. “Pre-departure and upon-
arrival testing clearly add very little value to our COVID
protection, but unnecessarily disrupt Christmas for families
as well as businesses, while severely damaging the UK trav-
el industry,” the letter said. —AFP

Fed, ECB grapple 
with inflation 
and Omicron
WASHINGTON: Rising inflation and the spread
of a new variant of the coronavirus will weigh on
central banks’ minds this week as they meet to
decide how quickly to withdraw their pandemic-
era stimulus. As policymakers on both sides of the
Atlantic contend with soaring inflation and the
rate of infection of the Omicron variant, the US
Federal Reserve is scheduled to announce its lat-
est interest-rate decision tomorrow, followed by
the European Central Bank on Thursday.

Both will have to carefully calibrate their
response between raising rates and pulling the
rug from under a tenuous recovery, or sticking to
the status quo and letting inflation rise even fur-
ther. In the US, the economy has heaved itself out
of recession but employment figures have yet to
reach pre-pandemic levels.

The arrival of the Omicron variant has raised

concerns of new economic disruption, supply
chain bottlenecks and even higher prices. But the
pick-up in US inflation to 6.8 percent year-on-
year in November, the fastest pace since 1982,
already seems to be pushing Fed policymakers
towards a faster exit from its asset-purchase pro-
gram than first announced.

Fast Fed 
Rising prices already induced the Fed in

November to embark on the phase-out of its
stimulus program. Amounting to $120 billion a
month, the purchases under the scheme were set
to be progressively reduced by $15 billion a
month, before being ended completely in June
next year.

But discussion has moved on since the meeting
and at a congressional hearing last month, Fed
Chairman Jerome Powell announced that the so-
called “taper”-as the asset purchase phase-out is
known-could end “a few months sooner” than
planned, opening the door to rate hikes shortly
afterwards.

The question facing the Federal Open Market
Committee this week will be how far to bring for-
ward the date and what the new calendar for
interest-rate increases will look like. Powell will
announce the decision tomorrow at his first press
conference since being renominated by US
President Joe Biden.

But closing the taps too early could “stall” the
US economy’s recovery from the initial shock of
the coronavirus pandemic, said Oxford
Economics analyst, Kathy Bostjancic. —AFP

German cabinet 
OKs $68bn climate 
investment plan
BERLIN: The new German government approved
a 60 billion euro ($68 billion) climate investment
plan in a cabinet meeting yesterday, laying the first
stone towards achieving its ambitious environmen-
tal targets. The agreement was announced by
Finance Minister Christian Lindner, who celebrat-
ed a “booster” for Europe’s top economy and “the
beginning of a climate-neutral and digital future
for Germany”. The investment in the new govern-
ment’s “Climate and Transformation Fund”, first
announced on Friday, comes from unused debts
intended to tackle the coronavirus.

The government had gained the approval from
the German parliament to borrow 240.2 billion
euros this year to finance measures to lessen the
impact of the pandemic on businesses but will now
only need 180 billion euros. Germany’s coalition
government of the Social Democrats (SPD),
Greens and pro-business FDP has announced
ambitious plans to tackle climate change, including
ending coal power and generating 80 percent of
electricity from renewables by 2030.

The fund, which builds on a previous “Climate
and Energy Fund”, will hold “around 76.2 billion
euros” after the supplementary budget measures
are passed, Lindner said. The fund would be
topped up in future through the government’s
budget, the new finance minister said.

Lindner stressed that the money did not
amount to “new debt”, a politically controversial
subject in Germany. The coalition has promised a
return to the so-called debt brake — a rule

enshrined in the constitution that normally limits
Germany’s public deficit to 0.35 percent of overall
annual economic output — by 2023. —AFP

ALHAMBRA, US: People wait in line to order at
Philippe’s, a downtown Los Angeles restaurant in
business since 1908 famed for its “French Dipped
Sandwich”, in Los Angeles, California.—AFP

BERLIN: Germany’s Finance Minister Christian
Lindner announces a 60 billion euro ($68 billion) cli-
mate investment plan after the cabinet meeting yes-
terday.


